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Declaration of the ACE Convention in 2006
CHILDREN and NATURE

The ACE Convention at Kansai was held at the Mukogawa Women's University under the theme of 
Children and Nature. Based on discussion and activities on the International symposium, six 
workshops, children's programs and poster sessions, we declared the following three charters for this 
convention.
"Nature" is essential as children's healthy growth environment. Nature include physical natural 
environment such as parks, school grounds, play roads and play structures, and also environments 
with living creatures. There are various kids of play with nature, but colleting is one of fundamentals, 
such as fishing, picking flowers, eating fruits, collecting insects, and so on. Such experiences promote 
developments of five senses including sense of taste, and of sensibilities such as feeling of beauty, 
caring and admiring, and growth of children with enriched feelings. Furthermore, nature includes
environments of nonliving materials such as mountains, rivers, sea, soil, and sky. The most contributed 
environment for development of children's sensibilities and creativity is nature. We hope that these
three charters will become significant guidelines for creation of children's healthy growth environments 
in the future.

President of ACE Mitsuru Senda
Director of ACE Convention in 2006 Masayuki Shimizu

1. Support experiences in natural environments in their local areas

Children play at their living environments and develop themselves through engagement with nature 
and the other people. However, rapid urbanization and aging of the population amid extremely low 
birthrates would not bring good influences to children. 
Support improvement of environments where children can experience in natural environments with 
use of characteristics of local nature and culture, so that they can learn necessary skills as members of 
local society and promote necessary sensibilities and creativity.

2. Understand feeling of wonder and awe in nature 

Nowadays, there is a nature and ecology boom such as experience in nature, natural food, agricultural 
village tour, and contact with animals. There are wonderful things for children's healthy growth of mind 
of body. However, it is not always that nature is friendly to children and us.
Nature have beauty and wonder but on the other hand, it has danger in nature which we cannot control, 
such as earthquakes, natural disasters, typhoons, heavy snow, and extreme heat, and dangerous 
animals and plants such as poisonous plants, pit vipers and wasps. There are many things we cannot 
do in nature. Therefore we, whom live on the earth, need to have some understandings about feeling 
of awe in nature, including these.   
Secure activities and places which children can understand and learn such natural provinces.  

3. Consider "nameless play" in nature important

Children fund play from unconscious things in child-specific feeling of time and space, and find values 
in their own way, and create interesting play for themselves through repeating trial and error. These 
plays is called, "nameless play", and it can be recognized as a origin, but because of nameless, the 
values tend not to be estimated and led to nameless play. 
Understand positively "nameless play" children themselves created instinctively, and consider the 

values important.


